FOOD is best vaccine’ WFP wins Nobel Peace

The Telangana Legislative Assembly will meet on October 13 to decide on making amendments to the government’s new food policy. The state government decided to hold the special assembly session on October 13, a day after a special Committee of Council on October 12 was held before the council on October 14, it is learnt.

The resolution also said the government made its decision to revive the state’s food policy and said it has to be introduced in the House. It also requested the government to come out with a detailed food policy for the state.

TST restores normal services in all hospitals

HYDERABAD: With the coronavirus situation improving, all the hospitals in the city, including all the government hospitals, have started restoring normal services.

Speaking at a press conference, Dr. P. R. Bhagawan, Medical Education officer, said that the government has decided to allow all the hospitals to start providing normal services.

However, the government has also warned that if the situation deteriorates, the hospitals may have to revert to their previous arrangements.

GDP likely to contract 9.5 pc in FY’21: RBI

The Reserve Bank of India on Friday said economic activity is likely to contract 9.5 per cent in the first quarter of the fiscal year, as per the estimates of the Central Statistical Office (CSO).

In a statement after the meeting of the Monetary Policy Committee, RBI governor Shaktikanta Das said that the economy is expected to contract in the first quarter of the fiscal year, followed by a recovery in the second and third quarters.

The government and the Reserve Bank of India are likely to announce the fiscal and monetary package before the end of this month.

‘T’sentiment’ no longer a trump card forTRS

The Telangana unit of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has been trying to exploit the sentiment of the Telangana Sahithya Samithi (TSS) to gain support among the Telangana community in the upcoming assembly elections.

However, the TSS has been trying to distance itself from the BJP, and is not willing to support the party in the elections.

Kavitha all set to enter Council

Her victory a mere formality on Oct 12

One has to wonder if the actual outcome of the elections is decided before the results are announced.

Kavitha Reddy, who is the candidate of the Telangana Rashtra Samithi (TRS), has been widely tipped to win the seat.

But the question is, will the elections be held?

There is no denying that the TRS has been a dominant force in the state, and has been able to win most of the seats in the past. However, the party's popularity has been waning in recent times, and the elections could be tough.

But the question remains, will Kavitha win?

Is she expected to be the next chief minister of Telangana?

The TRS has been in power since 2014, and is currently led by K. Chandrashekar Rao.

The party has been widely credited for bringing about a change in the state's economy, and has been able to attract foreign investment.
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The door-to-door distribution of Bahubali sarees started on October 8 at Nizamabad and continued till October 10. These sarees, worth over Rs 1000, are being distributed free to the beneficiaries across the State on Friday.

About 30 lakh metres of cloth have been gifting sarees to all religions equally and has been distributed to the beneficiaries. The distribution of the Mission Bhagirata sarees among women across the state on the lines of Bathukamma sarees among women of the state. The Sarees will be delivered to the beneficiaries at their homes or through distribution centres.

The know-why of theory enables the administrators to predict the nature and extent of the problems they care, and how much they should have to pay ground rent to move ahead. The why of theory enables the administrators to acquire a rich and diverse experience.

Kavitha all set to enter Council

The Congress has fielded Kavitha Reddy from Secunderabad in the upcoming Assembly elections. The Congress party's victory in GHMC polls, unlike during the party's victory in GHMC polls, was not taking place in the Telangana sentiment.

Kavitha Reddy has been an active member of the party's parliamentary meeting in the Telangana Parliament since she was included in the Congress' high command in the party's preparatory meeting for the elections. Even the Congress High Command is not ready to discuss the 'Regulatory framework for civil servants'.
The Medical Devices Park in Hyderabad has received good response with more than 25 firms interested in setting up a manufacturing facility. Apart from the state’s key players in the Medical Technologies, other elements like Manzil, Easy Care, Vytronix, Nellore, Pet Ltd and Peds achieved the goal of setting up a factory and investing in the medical devices park in Srisailam. A centre of excellence in local manufacturing will kick off in the near future, with SIPL, Syrups Labs, Bionut, Mothos, Jagdeo Life scooters being other companies which have signed up to set up factories in the park. It must be noted that the entire transformation of the state’s Medical Devices Park is a major initiative by the State Government under the NEP (Amit) largest domestic/venture capital fund initiative. An overall investment of Rs 500 Crore is expected to be pumped into 25 firms under the Medical Devices Park. There are four firms which have completed factory construction and are waiting to be commissioned. Besides, 150 firms are seeing a positive response to their applications. The state has set itself a goal to achieve a target of 50000 devices and 30000 jobs over the next 5 years. The Medical Devices Park is an integral part of the TDP’s NEP strategy to boost the state’s economy.

Webinar on ‘Spirit of NEP’

Hyderabad: MANFOD is organizing a national webinar ‘Spirit of National Education Policy’-2020 on Saturday. Keynote speaker RAVI SANTHESH, Chairman & founder of CEPET VR can be seen delivering an address on the topic. NEP-2020 - An integrat- ed approach to MANFOD’s mission

**TSPSC announces exam dates**

Hyderabad: TSPSC on Friday announced exams for various posts. The exam schedule for recruitment to various posts is as under:

- **Raidurgam police are inves- tigating:** Naseer Ahmed, an 18-year-old man was brutally murdered. Two of Naseer’s servants, who had suspected him of being a ‘devta’, were accused of the crime and arrested.

- **Sabeer Hymad, Ebadhur ter Laskar and his relatives:** They are also being probed by the Investigation Department in connection with the murder of 17-year-old Sabeer’s mother. They are accused of killing the woman and stealing her property.

- **Mr. MD Laskar Ali, the car driver:** The investigation has thrown up some interesting leads. It has emerged that the accused were involved in drug peddling and property crime.

- **Pradeep Chandran:** The accused have been found to be involved in drug peddling and property crime.

- **Two killed, 6 injured in ORR mishap**

Two persons were killed and six others were injured after a car crashed into another on the Outer Ring Road near on Friday morning. The accident took place near the Hyderabad-Secunderabad bus stop between Miryalaguda and Bhupalpally.
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### TSPS elections report

The number of Covid-19 patients registered in Telangana has declined to 0.57 per cent against the national average of 15.38 per cent.

### Bathukamma sarees ready to shower TRS verts

The sarees, MLA Yedur Prakasha Reddy said, were distributed among the students of TS Open University, and other university institutions.

**Eamcet toppers choose national institutions over state**
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Saragapur: The go-to spot for filmmakers, nature lovers

Flowered by the natural scenery in Saragapur, the Municipal Mahapokhama temple in Adelli is a natural park enthralling all

The Mahapokhama temple in Adelli is all set to become a heritage tourism spot. The site, which used to be a small temple dedicated to Goddess Sri Mahapokhama, has been turned into a heritage attraction with a cultural show and a 3D presentation of the temple.

Congress launched a scathing attack on the TRS government in Dubbaka on Friday along with MLC T Venkateswarlu (Konaseema) and Party President Kodela Suresh Reddy.

Congress leaders said that there were many women leaders in the TRS government who were not doing their job and the people have lost confidence in them.

India will hub of quality, edu says Guy

Dharmi creating apprehensions among people, alleges Cong

Hyd leads in completed housing projects

’t Gorvy brought LRS to fill its coffers’

‘Darpun’ helps child reunite with parents after 5 years

Sangam: Setback for Cong in Dubbaka

Two senior leaders from Congress, along with 2,000 party workers, join ruling TRS

Hyderabad: In a major setback to the Congress, two senior leaders have joined the ruling TRS party in the presence of Minister T Harish Rao. TCC, congress and party president ByrathiSrinivasa Reddy presented the resignations to the TRS party leader Harish Rao in front of the party office in the presence of Minister T Harish Rao.

The Congress leaders were offering their resignations to the party leaders in Tahab and Adelly villages.

The TRS party leaders have invited them and offered them the opportunity to join the party. The leaders have said that they are joining the TRS party to bring change in the state.
A PhD student at the University of South Carolina, China, has been arrested for allegedly spreading false information about the COVID-19 pandemic. The student, identified as Li Wenliang, had been given a warning by the university for disseminating false information. The university later apologized for the mistake and released the student, who was later found dead in his room. The incident has sparked outrage in China, with many people criticizing the government's handling of the situation and calling for greater transparency in reporting COVID-19 cases. The student's death has been widely shared on social media, with many people expressing their condolences and calling for justice. The incident has also raised concerns about the government's handling of sensitive information and the potential for censorship in China. The incident has sparked protests in various cities across China, with people calling for greater transparency and accountability in the government's handling of COVID-19 cases.
After Paswan

With the Dalit leader’s death, Sonowal could either be the beneficiary of a sympathy wave or stand forlorn. Will LJP survive?

As one of the tallest Dalit leaders of a post-Mandal India, Paswan had built a national party like the Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) and the Janata Dal United (JD-U). His brand, inspired by the untouchability of caste and untouchability of caste, had surged far beyond the traditional Dalit voter base. He had not only carved out a space for the Dalits in Indian politics but also created a identity that could appeal to progressive sections across the spectrum.

Similarly, Nitish Kumar had played a crucial role in transforming the erstwhile Congress stronghold of Bihar into a bastion of Lok Janshakti Party (LJP). His strategy of bringing together the backward castes and the middle-class households in the state had proven to be a masterstroke.

Sonowal believes that with the untimely death of Babulal, a major step has been taken to snatch away the lotus symbol from the RJD. He wants to take the momentum in the state to make it the main opposition force. With the LJP having already merged with the JD-U, he intends to create a new matrix of power in the state. Sonowal, who has been a key figure in the JD-U and later in the LJP, has been instrumental in transforming the party's fortunes in the state.

The LJP, which was formed in 2005 by Jitan Ram Manjhi, had initially supported Nitish Kumar in the 2005 Bihar assembly elections. The party had made a significant impact, laying the groundwork for Nitish Kumar to become the Chief Minister. It had also made it possible for other key players, such as the Janata Dal United (JD-U), to gain a foothold in the state. Sonowal, who had been a close aide of Manjhi, believes that the LJP can play a critical role in the state elections.

However, Sonowal’s ambitions may face some challenges. The LJP has a long way to go in terms of building a strong organizational base. The party has been accused of being a collection of factional interests, and its leader, Chirag Paswan, has been criticized for his divisive politics.

SOUND BITE

“Sonowal believes that with the untimely death of Babulal, a major step has been taken to snatch away the lotus symbol from the RJD. He wants to take the momentum in the state to make it the main opposition force.”

Letter to the Editor

Freedom of expression within limits

A Rightful assertion of democracy is that the citizens of a country have the right to freely express their views and opinions. This is a fundamental right that is enshrined in the constitution of almost every democratic country. However, this right is not absolute and is subject to certain limitations.

In India, the right to freedom of expression is guaranteed under Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution. However, this right is subject to certain restrictions, such as when it is likely to incite ethnic, religious, racial or caste enmity or likely to lead to public denigration.

The recent incident involving Sushant Singh Rajput and the ongoing case against the late actor’s family members is a case in point. The family members have been accused of using the actor’s death for political gain and spreading false information.

While the government has a responsibility to maintain law and order, it is equally important to protect the right of citizens to express their views and opinions. The government should ensure that any actions taken are proportionate and do not infringe on the fundamental rights of individuals.

Market expansion

India has witnessed a significant increase in market expansion in recent years. With the growth of e-commerce platforms and the rise of start-up culture, the market is becoming increasingly competitive. Companies are looking to expand their market reach and tap into new customer segments.

However, this expansion has also led to increased competition and price wars. Companies are struggling to differentiate themselves and provide value to customers. In such a highly competitive market, companies need to focus on offering innovative products and services that meet the needs of their customers.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the recent incident involving Sushant Singh Rajput and the ongoing case against the late actor’s family members is a case in point. The government should ensure that any actions taken are proportionate and do not infringe on the fundamental rights of individuals. Companies need to focus on offering innovative products and services that meet the needs of their customers.
Together we can fight distress

The strategy being implemented for enabling good mental health envisages sustainable physical support, parents and teachers.

The American people have witnessed what the greatest failure of any presidential administration in the history of our country.

KAMAA HARRIS

For MSMEs, getting relief from the Government without registering is not possible because the latter is accountable to keep a record of who has been helped and by how much.

The Minister’s sector needs orientation and formulation and it can more easily communicate the fact, the aids and payments are recordable through digital mapping and inventories, which gives the banks sufficient control over its clients and, in turn, a generation of better financial credit. Loans can be sanctioned with collateral and controls with links to the Govt’s and private data. Services can be provided even to a lull of the lot. The banks have to look at the very aid, not to carry out digital lending in vogue for both banks and borrowers. The Government may be able to reach a bit of the market for the purpose of giving some authentic solutions to spreading the awareness of MSMEs.
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China ‘Green Week’ holiday pumps up tourism

According to the Ministry of Culture (MOC), the holiday involved a total of 10.5 billion domestic tourist trips, with the sector generating 1.6 trillion yuan (about 241 billion U.S. dollars) in revenue. The data comes as China’s tourism industry begins to recover from the COVID-19 pandemic.

M&M offers free Covid insurance

Auto major Mahindra & Mahindra (M&M) has announced that it has partnered with the National Trust in India to offer free COVID-19 insurance to its customers. The insurance cover is available for all the existing M&M customers who purchase a policy before March 31, 2021.

RBI holds interest rates, sees economy contracting 9.5% in FY21

Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor D Subbarao announced on Friday that the central bank would keep the repo rate and the reverse repo rate unchanged at 4.00% and 5.00%, respectively, in its monetary policy decision for the current fiscal year.
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RBI to conduct on-tap TLRT worth Rs 1 lakh crore

Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor D Subbarao on Friday announced that the central bank would conduct on-tap term liquidity repo transactions (TLRT) worth Rs 1 lakh crore on December 18. The RBI Governor said that the on-tap TLRT will be conducted in two tranches of Rs 50,000 crore each on December 18.
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DGGI busts export firms for availing fraudulent ITC

The GST Intelligence (DGGI) busts 10 export firms for availing fraudulent Input Tax Credit (ITC). The firms have been reportedly not paying duties to the Government. DGGI has collected Rs 6.67 crore in tax from the 10 firms.

RBI holds interest rates, sees economy contracting 9.5% in FY21

Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor D Subbarao announced on Friday that the central bank would keep the repo rate and the reverse repo rate unchanged at 4.00% and 5.00%, respectively, in its monetary policy decision for the current fiscal year.
FIGHTING BACK HARD

Have you ever felt depressed, anxious, worried, or suicidal? This vexed feeling of being depressed can drain your energy; it can make it difficult for you to muster your strength. As many say ‘snap out of it’ can we really do that? On World Mental Health Day, a few stars in showbiz — Shama Sikander, Nandini Rai, Punarnavi Bhupalam, and Saba Saudagar — speak to The Pioneer’s SHIKHA DUGGAL on how they’ve grown aware of their problems, dealt with them calmly, and have emerged victorious over such dejected feelings and share tips on how one can stay constructive during these gloomy times. It’s time we break the stigma around mental health.

#MentalHealthMatters: FIGHTING BACK HARD WITH RESILIENCE

Battling the blues

Both supported by her close family, Shama Sikander has never shied away from talking about mental health. Stalking mental health issues taking a backseat amid all the noise that’s going on in broadcasting channels, makes her believe that humiliating in looking towards a dangerous proposition. However, she feels it’s her responsibility to help others suffering from mental health disorders and share her story to help them live. Shama says mental health issues need to talk honestly about such illnesses. She came to know how it feels. When a body part gets injured we rush to the hospital, the doctor is different too we are unable to treat it because of the stigma attached. She must fight this deadly disease together. Add a start with talking and move around by engaging in a healthy conversation. Small steps can lead to major changes. She believes that needs to be compartmentalised. We must fight this deadly issue together. And it starts with talking about mental health. Watching mental health issues take over generalisation, met the right medical practitioner, and pushed myself to see the good. I could see a change!

Let’s talk about it!

Nandini Rai and the catatonic days

Two long years of waking up every day with depression, isn’t it a terrible feeling? In a bid to tell others that you can turn things round, Shama was on the verge of giving up on her dreams. I was on the verge of giving up on my dreams. I was on the verge of giving up. That is not acceptable. When I was interning along with the woman of the Miss Andhra Pradesh title was an experience that made a mark on her life. Although she has been along in the acting profession for a few years, she has given her autobiography to the world. She is self-thought, she is self-care and self-love. She looks at life managing to rough out. Having a mission, instead, she chose to fight back hard. She shares, “I have come from the lowest point and won the battle. I’ve chosen to fight back hard.”

Saba’s mission of finding relief

If you are a leader in our country, the construction on mental health is a very difficult. Our treatment for mental health issues needs to be compartmentalised. We must fight this deadly issue together. And it starts with talking about mental health. Watching mental health issues take over generalisation, met the right medical practitioner, and pushed myself to see the good. I could see a change! Hence, all goals are worthy of recognition and all success worthy of celebration, most things.

Nandini Rai, Punarnavi Bhupalam, and Saba Saudagar — speak to The Pioneers’ SHIKHA DUGGAL on how they’ve grown aware of their problems, dealt with them calmly, and have emerged victorious over such dejected feelings and share tips on how one can stay constructive during these gloomy times. It’s time we break the stigma around mental health.

‘I don’t watch HORROR FILMS’

Actor Subbaraju who is currently enjoying the success of Nashibathilnani, speaks to K RAMYA SREE about the film, how he likes to spend his free time and more...
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Saba’s mission of finding relief

If you are a leader in our country, the construction on mental health is a very difficult. Our treatment for mental health issues needs to be compartmentalised. We must fight this deadly issue together. And it starts with talking about mental health. Watching mental health issues take over generalisation, met the right medical practitioner, and pushed myself to see the good. I could see a change! Hence, all goals are worthy of recognition and all success worthy of celebration, most things.

Nandini Rai, Punarnavi Bhupalam, and Saba Saudagar — speak to The Pioneers’ SHIKHA DUGGAL on how they’ve grown aware of their problems, dealt with them calmly, and have emerged victorious over such dejected feelings and share tips on how one can stay constructive during these gloomy times. It’s time we break the stigma around mental health.

‘I don’t watch HORROR FILMS’

Actor Subbaraju who is currently enjoying the success of Nashibathilnani, speaks to K RAMYA SREE about the film, how he likes to spend his free time and more...
Prajakta Koli joins Hollywood stars to address climate change

Indian television sensation Prajakta Koli will soon join Priyanka Chopra, Christian Bale, Adria Arjona, Elle Fanning, Tom Holland, and Tilda Swinton to address the issue of climate change. She will join the event at the upcoming Toronto International Film Festival, which aims to mobilize people to take direct action on climate change by 2030. It will be held on October 10.

The event is named after the late John Doerr, Al Gore, and Barkha Dutt. “We can inspire others through action because there is no hope without action. I am delighted to partner with Countdown to inspire every company and country and engage citizens in action to ensure that our planet survives and flourishes for future generations,” Prajakta said.

Sana Khan quits ‘showbiz lifestyle’ to follow ‘orders of my Creator’

Sana Khan has declared that she is quitting the world of showbiz in order to serve humanity and follow the orders of her Creator. She explained that from today onwards, she will work for the welfare of humanity and try to live in accordance with her duties and responsibilities towards society. She announced on Instagram, in a news report in Hind and English.

“Guru Ramdass Ji has always been my guide in this journey,” she captioned the post. The 32-year-old best known for her role in Bigg Boss 4 was also a contestant on the Dance Plus 4 show. She has also been doing so far, “I am delighted to partner with others through action because there is no hope without action. I am delighted to partner with Countdown to inspire every company and country and engage citizens in action to ensure that our planet survives and flourishes for future generations,” Prajakta said.

Benedict Cumberbatch to return as Doctor Strange in Spider-Man 3

British star Benedict Cumberbatch is set to reprise his role as Marvel’s Sorcerer Supreme, Doctor Strange, in the much-anticipated Spider-Man: No Way Home. The actor will also appear in Marvel’s Spider-Man 3 film, which is scheduled for release in 2022.

According to The Hollywood Reporter, pro-duction on Spider-Man 3 is set to begin in November in Atlanta, with director Jon Watts. The film is being made by Marvel Studios and Sony Pictures. Spider-Man 3 is also expected to feature Tom Holland as Peter Parker. Cumberbatch’s casting is the third major crossover between films produced by Marvel Studios and Sony Pictures, after Robert Downey Jr’s Tony Stark appeared in Spider-Man: Homecoming and Spider-Man: Far From Home.

Dolly Parton’s new film project

Dolly Parton is set to produce a new film project titled ‘Dolly Parton’s In the Classroom’, which will be released in 2023. The film is a docuseries with the goal of providing free online education to anyone who needs it.

According to The Hollywood Reporter, the streaming service is planning to release the show on October 10, while Disney+ will drop its offering on October 29. The series will feature a range of guests, including famous actors and musicians. Dolly Parton will appear in the show, sharing her own experiences and insights.

Calvin and Hobbes

Calvin and Hobbes is a comic strip created by Bill Watterson, which ran from 1985 to 1995. The strip follows the adventures of a young boy named Calvin and his stuffed tiger named Hobbes. The strip is known for its humor and philosophy, and has become a classic in the comic book world.

What’s brewing?

It’s a new world, and the Kitchen Sink may not be the best place to find a good book. But there’s a new crop of coffee shops that are serving up something different. In this section, we’ll take a look at some of the new and innovative coffee shops that are making waves in the industry. From places that serve up artisanal coffee to those that offer a unique twist on traditional coffee, there’s something for everyone in this section.

Fun

Archie

Archie is a classic comic book character who first appeared in the comic book series Archie Comics. The character is known for his many adventures and his relationships with his friends.

CALVIN AND HOBBS

Calvin and Hobbes is a comic strip created by Bill Watterson, which ran from 1985 to 1995. The strip follows the adventures of a young boy named Calvin and his stuffed tiger named Hobbes. The strip is known for its humor and philosophy, and has become a classic in the comic book world.

Reality Check

Reality Check is a regular feature in the magazine that looks at the latest trends and developments in the world of marketing and advertising. This week, we’ll be looking at the impact of social media on brand loyalty.

Speed Bump

Speed Bump is a regular feature in the magazine that looks at the latest trends and developments in the world of marketing and advertising. This week, we’ll be looking at the impact of social media on brand loyalty.

Crossword

ACROSS
1. Action
2. Hobbies
3. Reality
4. Check
5. Bump
6. Speed
7. Crossword
8. Magazine
9. How
10. Marketing
11. Advertising
12. Trends
13. Developments

DOWN
1. Marketing
2. Advertising
3. Trends
4. Developments
5. Crossword
6. Magazine
7. How
8. Speed
9. Bump
10. Reality
11. Hobbies
12. Action

Producer P Vidyut Yummam of Vidyut Yummam Entertainments on Friday announced the title of his next venture by the popular director, is Vamsi of Sithara Entertainments.

Vamsi of Sithara Entertainments Venu Madhav, who worked for Kishan and Krishna and Akkineni as an associate director, is directing a director with the film.

Siddu and Shraddha Shrinath again

Producer P Vidyut Yummam of Vidyut Yummam Entertainments on Friday announce the title of his next venture by the popular director, is Vamsi of Sithara Entertainments.

Vamsi of Sithara Entertainments Venu Madhav, who worked for Kishan and Krishna and Akkineni as an associate director, is directing a

After playing a supporting role in megastar Chiranjeevi-starrer Sye Raa Narasimha Reddy, Bollywood shahenshah Amitabh Bachchan has been signed on for a full-length role in the year-to-be-titled Vyajanty Productions, finds NAGARAJ GOUD

The late legendary NTR, who backed NTR, who backed his production house as Vyajanty Movies, which is a crime drama. SN KRR announces his next with Prabhas and Deepika

According to sources, which is a crime drama. SN

SS Rajamouli’s films inspired me to become an actor: Manushi Chhillar

Actor Prasanna, who made his debut in宝莱坞 with a small role in Prashant Bhatt directorial debut Soolu a few years ago, is all set to be a part of Manushi Chhillar, who is making her debut in Mahaan. The film was launched on Friday, with Manchu Manoj starring in the lead role .

Omkat Migalidu director and producer collaborate again

After making his directorial debut with the box office hit Dikkubidikuru, Omkant Migalidu, who made his debut in Bollywood with the film Lion, is set to collaborate with producer Andrew Nuthakki. The film, a man starring Akshay Kumar, is set to be a part of the latter's production house Arka Media.

KRR announces new film as Pelli Sandadi

Director K Raghavendra Rao on Friday announced his new film as Pelli Sandadi. While details are in the works whether it’s a sequel to the 2015 blockbuster of the same name, which he directed the last time around, sources, however, say that Prabhas is in the running for the lead role. Siddhu Roy Kapur will direct the film, which is set to be a part of the latter's production house Arka Media.

BIG ADDITION TO NAG ASHWIN’S next with Prabhas and Deepika

On Friday, Nagraj GOUD announced the title of his next venture by the popular director, is Vamsi of Sithara Entertainments.

Vamsi of Sithara Entertainments Venu Madhav, who worked for Kishan and Krishna and Akkineni as an associate director, is directing a

Producer P Vidyut Yummam of Vidyut Yummam Entertainments on Friday announced the title of his next venture by the popular director, is Vamsi of Sithara Entertainments.
**Kings XI Punjab**

Kings XI Punjab will have to play out of their Haldiram's to get their backend game back on track, or they will end up at their familiar position of 10th again on Saturday.

**Raina's last gasp: 81 in 45!**

Wicketkeeper-batsman MS Dhoni made his swashbuckling innings of 81 against CSK two days ago.

---

**Chennai Super Kings (CSK) vs Kolkata Knight Riders (KKR)**

Chennai Super Kings will take on Kolkata Knight Riders in an exciting match at Chepauk stadium on Saturday with both teams struggling in the tournament.

--

**Delhi Capitals (DC) vs Mumbai Indians (MI)**

DC skipper Shreyas Iyer and his team will be under immense pressure to get a victory against MI, who are in good form.

---

**Sunrisers Hyderabad (SRH) vs Punjab Kings (PK)**

SRH skipper AB de Villiers will be looking to continue his отличное отформа and lead his team to victory against Punjab Kings.

---

**Rajasthan Royals (RR) vs Royal Challengers Bangalore (RCB)**

RR will be looking to bounce back from their recent losses and give a tough fight to RCB.

---

**Rahul Tewatia and Shreyas Iyer drive for Delhi Capitals, and the team is looking to seal the victory in the final game of the tournament.**

---

**Pant has vastly improved his off-side game:**

Pant has become an integral part of India's squad and has played an important role in their success.

---

**Different batters are suited to different roles:**

Saurabh Manick, former India cricketer, has observed that different batters are suited to different roles in the team.

---

**The series will be won by the team that can adapt to the changing conditions:**

Both teams will have to adapt to the changing conditions and find a way to win the series.

---

**The tournament is poised to be a thrilling one:**

With both teams having a competitive edge, the tournament is set to be a thrilling one.

---

**The team that will adapt and make changes will be the one that wins:**

Both teams will have to adapt and make changes according to the situation to win the series.

---

**The focus will be on consistency and adaptability:**

The focus will be on consistency and adaptability throughout the tournament.

---

**The team with the best preparation and execution will be the one that wins:**

The team with the best preparation and execution will be the one that wins the series.

---

**The team that can_offense:**

The team that can adapt offensively and defensively will be the one that wins.

---

**The result will be decided by the team that can execute their plans:**

The result will be decided by the team that can execute their plans effectively.

---

**The team that can_reduction:**

The team that can reduce their errors and make smart decisions will be the one that wins.

---

**The team that can control the pace and intensity of the game:**

The team that can control the pace and intensity of the game will be the one that wins.

---

**The team that can execute their plans and stay calm under pressure:**

The team that can execute their plans and stay calm under pressure will be the one that wins.

---

**The team that can adapt and make changes will be the one that wins:**

Both teams will have to adapt and make changes according to the situation to win the series.